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Algorithm 1 Periodic Sensing and Selective Access (PS-SA)
Strategy

1: Initialization. Obtain N , µi,OFF, µi,ON and Ci (∀i);
2: ki ← µi,ON

µi,ON+µi,OFF
, i = 1, · · · , N ;

3: Calculate T i
c using Eq. (16), i = 1, · · · , N ;

4: Ts ← min
1≤i≤N

{
T i

c
N

}
;

5: t← 1;
6: repeat
7: At the beginning of slot t(∈ N), SU senses channel n

(n = (t− 1) mod N + 1), and saves the sensing result
(“ON” or “OFF”) into RESULT[n];

8: for i = 1 to N do
9: if RESULT[i] = “OFF” then

10: SU accesses channel i in slot t;
11: else
12: SU doesn’t access channel i in slot t;
13: end if
14: end for
15: t← t + 1;
16: until SU doesn’t want to transmit anymore.

PS-SA strategy. However, under periodic sensing strategy all
channels are treated equally, and most sensing opportunities
are wasted on these channels that don’t need to be sensed yet.
For example, for a case of N = 2 and Tc = [0.1, 1](sec), under
periodic sensing strategy, Ts = 50 (ms) and each channel will
be probed every 100 msec. This is suitable to channel 1, but
is not necessary for channel 2. Therefore, a selective sensing
strategy, which makes SU first sense the channel that needs to
be probed the most, is required.

IV. SELECTIVE SENSING AND SELECTIVE ACCESS
STRATEGY

In the previous section, we analyze and obtain the selective
access strategy with periodic sensing strategy. With PS-SA
strategy, SU can make full use of each channel, however, the
periodic sensing strategy is not efficient, which make SU waste
most sensing opportunities on these channels that don’t need
to be sensed yet. Thus, in this section, we will try to propose a
more efficient strategy, namely, selective sensing and selective
access (SS-SA) strategy.

A. Selective Sensing Strategy
Based on the former discussion, we find that T i

c , which
is related to channel’s characteristic parameters (µi,ON and
µi,OFF) and interference tolerance (Ci), reflects the frequency
that channel i should be probed. Thus naturally, we propose a
selective sensing strategy, which makes all channels almost be
probed periodically with their favorite period T i

c . Particularly,
at the beginning of each slot, SU senses the channel, whose
“age” of last sensing result is closest to its favorite period T i

c .
Mathematically, this selective sensing strategy leads to3

CH = arg min
1≤i≤N

{
p× T i

c − aiTs

}
(17)

3If there are multiple channels with the same minimal value, SU will
randomly choose one channel among them.
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Condition 1: Different holding times
(µOFF

−1 =µON
−1 =[1,2,5,10,20], C=[5%,5%,5%,5%,5%])

Condition 2: Different interference thresholds
(µOFF

−1 =µON
−1 =[3,3,3,3,3], C=[2%,4%,6%,8%,10%])

Fig. 4. The maximal sensing period under SS-SA strategy for different p.

where ai ∈ N is the “age” (in terms of number of slots)
of last sensing result of channel i and p ∈ (0, 1) is a
constant coefficient. From Fig. 3, we can see that if the sensing
time interval is greater than T i

c , the SU’s temporal utilization
will degrade sharply, otherwise, interference will exceed the
threshold if SU insists on transmitting in all “OFF slots”. Thus,
the parameter p is introduced, in order to make SU sense the
channel in advance before the age of sensing result close to
T i

c . According to the simulation results (Fig. 4), we obtain that
when p > 1, the sensing period decreases sharply, and when
p = 0.9, the sensing period is the maximal. Through further
simulation, p = 0.9 is suitable for most situations. Thus, we
choose p = 0.9.

It is apparent that the proposed selective sensing strategy
is not strict periodic generally. However, since each channel
will be sensed when the age of sensing result is close to pT i

c ,
therefore, each channel is probed almost periodically.

B. Selective Access Strategy

Similar to the discussion in the previous section, with the
proposed selective sensing strategy, the problem P can also
decoupled into N independent sub-problems. And for each
sub-problem Pi, the interference model remain the same; that
is, Eq. (8) and (9) don’t change, thus, lemma 1 holds true.
That is to say, transmitting in “OFF slot” is always better
than transmitting in “ON slot”. And furthermore, transmitting
in “ON slot” has little or no contribution to increase channel
utilization.

Therefore, the greedy access strategy (theorem 2) is also
suitable for the selective sensing strategy. That is to say, if
sensing period Ts is suitable, namely, all of the channels are
probed in time, SU can access all “OFF slots” and give up all
“ON slots”. It is noteworthy that unlike the PS-SA strategy,
we could not give the accurate mathematical formulation of
sensing period Ts. However, the approximate Ts can be obtain
by simple simulation. Given channels’ parameters (µi, λi),
we can generate all channels’ states and simulate the SS-SA
strategy for different Ts. Then, we can obtain SU’s channel
utilization and its interference to each PU. The approximate


